Consultation response: Good Food Nation Proposals for Legislation
Scottish Food Coalition

Introduction
The Scottish Food Coalition (SFC) is pleased to see a consultation on proposed legislation for a Good Food Nation. We are a cross-sectoral network of organisations keen to see fundamental change to secure a socially and environmentally just food system in Scotland. We have for a long time been very supportive of framework legislation to help us achieve the Good Food Nation vision.

The SFC’s priorities for a new law on food are:

1. Full incorporation of the right to food in Scots law;

2. A requirement for a comprehensive National Food Plan, which covers the full spectrum of issues related to food, from farm to fork to waste;

3. Robust targets on the face of the bill, including:
   a. All workers in the food sector paid at least the living wage and included in collective bargaining agreements by 2025 at the latest.
   b. Halving of moderate to severe household food insecurity by 2030
   c. Halving childhood obesity by 2030
   d. Halving the environmental impact of the food system, including halving food waste by 2030

4. Duties on public bodies; and,

5. Legislating for an independent food commission, with the power and resources to commission research, and oversee policy coherence and progress towards food system goals.

We are encouraged to see some of these reflected in the consultation proposals, but consider it imperative that Scottish Government takes a stronger leadership role, with a much more ambitious approach to this agenda. In this response, we will offer a more general view of the consultation before answering the questions set out in the consultation document.

Background
The Scottish Food Coalition formed in response to a recognition that the sectoral problems we were seeking to address were in fact all a result of the same fundamental problem – that the Scottish food system is broken. This is evidenced by:
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1 This consultation response is on behalf of: Common Weal, Compassion in World Farming, Eat Well Age Well, Eco-Congregation Scotland, FRIED – Food Researchers in Edinburgh, Glasgow Allotments Forum, Global Justice Now, Health and Social Care Alliance Scotland (the ALLIANCE), Independent Food Aid Network, Interfaith Food Justice Network, Leith Crops in Pots, Mary Brennan (SFC Chair, member of FRIED & Chair of Food Marketing and Society at University of Edinburgh), Nourish Scotland, Obesity Action Scotland, OneKind, Open Seas, RSPB Scotland, Scottish Crofting Federation, Slow Food Youth Network, Transition Edinburgh, Trussell Trust, Unison, Unite the Union, WWF Scotland. In addition, as a supporter of the SFC, Menu for Change supports this consultation response.
• **Food poverty.** Many households in Scotland cannot afford to eat according to recommended guidelines². To meet the UK Eatwell Guide recommendations³, the poorest in Scotland would have to spend a large proportion of their income on food; for the very poorest this would be up to 70% of their income after housing costs. The Food Foundation estimates that hundreds of thousands of children in Scotland live in families who cannot afford healthy food. It is also widely recognised that school meals are a lifeline for many children whose families struggle to provide food.

• **Public health.** Two-thirds of Scottish adults are overweight or obese (one-third have obesity); Over a quarter of children (12-15 years) are at risk of being overweight or obese (13% are at risk of obesity).⁴ This has not changed substantively since the Scottish dietary goals came into being in 2008. 1 in 10 people in the UK over the age of 65 are malnourished or at risk of malnutrition⁵. Many of the Scottish Government’s health and social care priorities are undermined by insecure access to food. For instance, a healthy diet is key, not just in preventing the development of long term conditions, but also to supporting people to self-manage long term conditions.

• **Climate change.** Around a quarter of Scotland’s greenhouse gas emissions come from agriculture and related land use, including 68% of Scotland’s methane, and 79% of Scotland’s nitrous oxide emissions.⁶ Further emissions arise from the food sector as a whole, in the processing, sale and waste of food. 630,000 tonnes of food are wasted each year by Scottish households,⁷ most of which is avoidable.⁸ The IPCC report in 2018 argued that any transition pathway to limit global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius would include changes in land use⁹; with food production being our greatest land use, this will undoubtedly have an impact on food systems. Without both mitigation and resilience measures, this leaves Scotland’s food and drink sector vulnerable to a changing climate.

• **Wildlife declines.** While many farmers and crofters already do great things to support wildlife, global food production has been identified as one of the key drivers of habitat loss and wildlife
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declines. In Scotland, there are continuing declines in farmland birds. For some species such as kestrel, curlew and lapwing, more than half have been lost since 1994. There are continuing large declines in insect populations, including pollinators. 75% of crops on the planet benefit from insect pollination. Intensification of food production is part of this problem.

- **Animal welfare.** The welfare of animals needs to be recognised as part of food quality. An estimated 45% of the antibiotics used in the UK are given to livestock, mainly to those farmed intensively. And while many farmers and crofters go above and beyond, animals are often kept in systems that are harmful to their well-being and many are pushed to very fast growth rates or high yields that have a detrimental impact on their health and welfare. The export of un-weaned dairy calves, intensive salmon farming, poor welfare during transport to slaughter, and the continued confinement of hens in cages are just some of these on-going issues. The Farm Animal Welfare Committee, which advises all UK administrations, has long advocated developing policy to move beyond the so-called Five Freedoms to a point where citizens are reassured that “all farm animals have a life worth living and a growing number have a good life.”

- **Rural communities.** Many farmers, crofters and farm workers across Scotland struggle to make a living and average farm business income without subsidies is a loss of nearly £15,000. There have been attempts, which have thankfully been unsuccessful, to abolish the Scottish Agricultural Wages Board and the setting of minimum pay rates.

- **Food sector jobs.** These are often some of the most insecure and poorly paid. Workers in the sector are more likely to be paid below the minimum wage, employed on precarious contracts and subjected to forced labour. Research Funded by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation and conducted by the Universities of Sheffield and Bath found a failure to monitor outsourced recruitment is resulting in companies inadvertently employing victims
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13 ‘Intensification’ refers to farming methods such as increasing use of pesticides, herbicides and fertilisers which can directly affect wildlife or impact their ability to find food, often leading to declines. More intensive farming methods also refers to the loss of wildlife habitat such as field margins, hedgerows, and overwinter stubble.


of forced labour and was most common in the food and construction sectors of the economy\(^{18}\).

- **Connection to food.** Our ability to grow our own food and buy local food is limited. Local food and growing opportunities need to be better integrated into urban planning to foster better connection to food and shorter supply chains. The food we proudly export around the world is often not available locally in mainstream shops, restaurants and public kitchens. We need to ensure food served in schools, hospitals and other public service catering is fresh, healthy and sustainable.

- **International impacts.** We live in a globalised world and a globalised food system, and consequently, 2/3 of the environmental impacts of our diets are located abroad as a result of land use practices and changes\(^{19}\).

These multiple related crises point to a failure of the food system. However, the solution to many of these problems is also food: if we can produce, process, market, sell and encourage consumption of food in the right way, with minimal waste, we have the key to solving many of our society's trickiest issues. And indeed, the Scottish Government is committed to solving some of these problems.

**A Good Food Nation Bill**

For the reasons stated above, we need a Good Food Nation Bill to set a framework for a socially and environmentally just food system fit to address 21\(^{st}\) century challenges. We absolutely support the proposal for framework legislation to create necessary new powers, duties and structures to achieve true policy coherence in this area, and believe that secondary legislation will also be needed to focus on particular issues.

Key to the success of this process is:

- **To incorporate the right to food in Scots law.** This is not only one of the most important changes that needs to be made to the Scottish food system, but also an important legislative tool to give weight to the ambition to become a healthy, sustainable food nation. The burden of ill-health disproportionately falls on people who live in Scotland’s most deprived areas (where on average, men experience 23.8 fewer years of good health and women experience 22.6 fewer years of good health) who are more likely to struggle to afford food, suggesting that access to healthy, appropriate, and affordable food is part of a package of preventative measures. Likewise, the need to guarantee access to sustainable food for current and future generations adds weight to the intergenerational requirement to look after our food system. While there is no question in the consultation about the proposals on the right to food, we suggest that this should be central to future legislation, and we would strongly favour the incorporation of the right to food in the Good Food Nation Bill, regardless of any forthcoming broader legislation. The First Minister’s Advisory Group on Human Rights Leadership was set up by Scotland’s First Minister to make recommendations on how Scotland can continue to lead by example in the field of human rights. Central to the Advisory Group’s final recommendations is a proposed Act of the Scottish Parliament to establish a new framework of human rights designed to improve people’s daily lives. The Advisory Group concluded that such a Bill should include Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, including
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[https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/news/nr/forced-labour-study-1.728171](https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/news/nr/forced-labour-study-1.728171)

the right to adequate food. The right to food is a matter of urgency in this parliament, and while the current government is laudably committed to the human rights agenda, there is no guarantee that future governments will be equally supportive.

- **A well-resourced Good Food Nation Team embedded throughout Scottish Government.** While we very much appreciate the work of the current Bill team, we feel strongly that this issue is such that it should not be dealt with by one team working in isolation from other overlapping portfolios (including health, environment, agriculture, fisheries, business and trade). We ask that the team is strengthened specifically with support spanning across portfolios and bringing together expertise from different parts of government, including on Open Government and policy coherence.

- **A clear timeframe for the bill.** To date, we have been frustrated with the lack of clarity in the timetable for the Good Food Nation Bill. We expect a bill to be tabled by Autumn 2019 at the latest so that there is a full and considered hearing in Parliament as we approach elections in 2021.

- **Clarity of purpose.** We point to the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2016, as an exemplar of legislation with good clarity of purpose, particularly expressed in the preamble. We would strongly favour a Bill which was explicit and purposeful in its design to solve interrelated food system problems.
  - For the same reason we believe it is crucial to have **headline targets on the face of the bill.** These guide the policies and proposals put forward in future Statements of Policy, and drive the development of, and give purpose to, secondary legislation. The headline targets we would support are detailed above.

- **A clear timeframe for duties and powers within the bill.** Like in many recent bills, it is vital to be clear about the timeframe for creating new structures, and for new duties and powers to come into effect. We feel that a 12-month timeframe after the Act is passed would be appropriate.

- **Ambitious public and stakeholder engagement.** To date, there has been limited outreach initiated by Scottish Government to either the public or stakeholders on the potential of a Good Food Nation Bill, despite the subject necessitating broad input. Unfortunately, feedback from the Scottish Food Coalition’s network has been that the consultation itself is difficult to understand and engage with. While the consultation includes proposals on the technical subject of legislation, this is also the first time that questions have been put to the public on the subject of Good Food Nation legislation, and allowing more space and flexibility to register challenges, opportunities, and opinions on the future of this policy area would have been appropriate. The ‘citizen space’ format unfortunately doesn’t offer the opportunity to add any other thoughts, suggest appropriate additional questions, or approach consultations in a more open-ended way to facilitate true participation. Scottish Government also has a commitment to Open Government, with a team based at Victoria Quay (Ingage) dedicated to improving Scottish Government’s own practices with regards to transparency, participation, empowering people, and so on. Indeed, the Scottish Government’s Open Government’s Action Plan was published in January 2019. Commitment 2 in the Action Plan is: ‘Providing a framework to support overall change in Scottish Government to improve the way people take part in open policy-making and delivering services’ (p.14). This commitment was made in response to feedback that:
  - ‘That [the government] rely too much on formal consultation, and too often at a point where the options have been narrowed or all but fixed.
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Our consultation documents are often complicated and long. They are unsuitable for anyone who is not familiar with the arguments, the type of language or the actions involved, and so make many people feel excluded...

There is not enough support available to make sure a wide range of people can fully take part in things like consultation events and online discussions and that we value their time properly.‘ (p.15)

It is clear that the Scottish Government’s consultation process continues to have some of these pitfalls.

We elaborate more on the desired content of the Good Food Nation Bill below, in answer to the four questions set out in the consultation document.

Q1 - To what extent do you agree with the framework proposals for Ministers and public authorities to prepare statements of policy, have regard to them in the exercise of relevant functions, and report on implementation, with regard to international obligations and guidance?

The Scottish Food Coalition agrees with the proposal for Ministers and public authorities to prepare statements of policy, and report on implementation.

On the statement and the duties on Scottish Ministers:
We welcome the duty to produce a statement of food policy, but emphasise that this should take the form of a plan with policies and practices, measurable indicators, monitoring in place to facilitate progress reporting, and which identifies resources needed to deliver. In addition:

- Any enabling legislation for the statement/plan should include a clear timeline for when the statement/plan should be brought forward. We suggest a 6 or 12 month timeframe would be reasonable, and that indicators and measures of success, as proposed in the consultation document, would also need to be identified within the same timeframe.

- We agree that a reporting cycle should be at least every 2 years and a revision cycle at least every 5 years, and that reports should be produced with regard to progress against the targets set out in the bill and the statement/plan, in addition to our international obligations and guidance. However, we strongly feel that each new revision must be laid before Parliament for scrutiny, with Scottish Government required to have regard to the views of parliament, rather than simply for information. Being that the statement/plan must be cross-cutting, has cross-party backing, and is part of a shift in governance and policy making to prioritise policy coherence, we believe that this level of scrutiny is crucial.

- Any enabling legislation should set out what the statement/plan must include. We strongly feel that:
  - The statement/plan should address issues in each of the outcome categories of the National Performance Framework: Children and Young People, Communities, Culture, Economy, Education, Environment, Fair work and Business, Health, Human Rights, International and Poverty. We are pleased to see a well-rounded list of issues to cover suggested in the consultation document, but feel that it would be helpful and contribute to policy coherence to align with the NPF framework. Within this framework, we would like to see issues related to production (environmental impact, animal welfare, fairness for farmers, crofters, farm workers and fishermen
and women, our global food footprint, access to growing space etc.), processing (short supply chains and supporting local and rural economies, workers’ rights, animal welfare, environmental impacts, etc.), sale (promoting healthy food environments, workers’ rights, sustainability etc.), consumption (healthy and sustainable choices, food insecurity and accessibility of food, etc.) and waste.

- The statement/plan should have clear targets on the face of the bill. As outlined above, the Scottish Food Coalition recommend that we adopt the following targets:
  - All workers in the food sector paid at least the living wage and included in collective bargaining agreements by 2025 at the latest.
  - Halving of moderate to severe household food insecurity by 2030
  - Halving childhood obesity by 2030
  - Halving the environmental impact of the food system, including halving food waste by 2030

- The statement/plan should outline clear steps for how we address each of the targets on the face of the bill, identify what secondary legislation or regulatory requirements are needed to deliver on the targets, and metrics for measuring progress towards the targets.

- The statement/plan should indicate how an impact assessment will be carried out, with the aim of assessing how policies and proposals impact the goals of the bill and the targets set out. In addition, an impact assessment should take a global perspective, assessing the ramifications on Scottish policies of any trade deals that the UK Government proposes, and the extraterritorial impact of decisions and actions taken here in Scotland related to our food system – especially the environmental and social impact on the countries that we import food and feed from.

- The statement/plan should seek continual enhancement and progress in all areas of the food system.

- Ministers and local authorities, in exercising any functions relating to Good Food Nation Policy or the food system and its impacts, must ‘act in accordance with’ or ‘ensure the application of’ the objectives set out in the Good Food Nation Bill and the statement/plan. We feel that in order for framework legislation to be effective, ministers and public authorities must be required to do more than ‘have regard to’ the statement/plan.

- The government should consult on the content of the statement/plan. We are pleased to see this provision already in the consultation proposals.

- We agree that the plan/statement should cohere with international obligations and guidance, but feel that clarity and commitment needs to be strengthened. Both the framework legislation, and the statement/plan should:
  - Outline how it contributes to delivery of international commitments, including the Sustainable Development Goals (of which a number refer to the food system, including production, consumption, health, food access and so on) which many sectors can contribute to achieving, UN Convention on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and in particular on the right to food, the Paris Agreement on climate change, the Convention on Biological Diversity and its Aichi Targets, Article 55 of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea, international animal welfare standards such as the standards of the World Organisation for Animal Health, Article 13 of the Treaty for the EU, and which should be maintained in full should Scotland leave the EU, and
he UN Decade of Action on Nutrition 2016-2025, among others. The statement/plan should also be developed in line with the EU Environmental Principles of precaution, prevention, rectification at source and polluter pays, which Scottish Government reaffirmed its commitment to maintaining in the concurrent Principles and Governance consultation.

- Require ministers and public authorities to ‘act in accordance with’ or ‘ensure the application of’ international obligations and domestic commitments. To ‘have regard to relevant international obligations and guidance’ alone is not strong enough and is already a requirement of signing up to the international commitment. We ask that this is strengthened such that Ministers must comply with their established food commitment. We appreciate that this may take time to build up to, and would therefore favour the ‘sunrise clause’ proposed in the report from the First Ministers Advisory Group on Human Rights Leadership that ministers must ‘have regard to’ such requirements for e.g. the first five years, after which time there is a requirement to ‘act in accordance with’ or ‘ensure the application of’ them.

On the duties for specified public authorities:

- We agree that it would be helpful for public authorities to produce their own food plans, with the aim of outlining their contribution to the aims and ambitions of the Good Food Nation legislation and the national statement/plan. However, we would like to see greater clarity on the resources available to them to take on this additional piece of work.
- The consultation document states reasonable points which public authorities’ plans must include. We also suggest that these should cohere with and cover the same topics that a statement of policy or national plan must cover. Recent experiences with e.g. Local Authority Food Growing Strategies has shown that there is little coordination and sharing experiences, so guidance and requirements for the plans would be welcome. We would like to see these included in the legislation, ensuring that each public authority plan takes a comprehensive view of the food system, and providing clarity on the purpose of the food plans.
- Public procurement should be included as a specific duty on ministers and public bodies. The way that public kitchens serve food should set an example for others to follow, serving food that is healthy, sustainable, and delicious. Public kitchens should look to serve menus that reflect sustainable and healthy dietary guidelines and support local food economies, with little processed food, less but better meat and dairy, more vegetables and whole grains, seasonal, locally sourced produce, and so on. Other countries, for example Denmark, have successfully done this, and this can be done in a cost neutral way that supports environmental and social objectives. Several councils across Scotland have been trialling better procurement policies. Gillian Dore, purchasing officer with North Ayrshire Council, who have achieved the Scottish Government funded Food for Life Gold standard explains, ‘You can balance the costs. People say, “Oh, we can’t afford it” but you can. Buying processed food is expensive. Cutting it out, using fresh food and having meat-free days helps us balance food spend. We started with the menu; we made sure it was nutritious and that
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we could afford it; and then that everyone liked it.’ They have changed the way they source and cook their food, plan their menus, receive deliveries and so on to create an overall better picture of the kind of food system they support through their procurement. And they have increased uptake of school meals by 29% since 2013. In the primary 1-3 years, uptake of school meals is 85%, one of the highest in the UK. In addition, specifically emphasising short supply chains can have a beneficial impact on the local economy. A recent EU-funded research project showed that from a set of case studies in the UK, Croatia, Italy, Serbia, and Greece, where public procurement contracts have criteria related to local sourcing placing a greater emphasis on retaining as much of the school food budget within their local region (including staff costs), the local economic multiplier can be much higher; in the most beneficial case study, for every €1.00 spent from a school meals budget, an additional €1.46 was generated for the local economy. This is compared to a ratio of 1:0.59 for the case study with the greatest focus on lowest cost procurement where no local sourcing was specified.

On the duties on Scottish Ministers and public authorities:

- We will elaborate more on this in question 2, but do not think it realistic to simply ask Scottish Ministers and public bodies to collaborate to ensure a joined-up approach, without setting up structures and processes which allow them to do this, and place a statutory requirement on how this will function.
- The plan should specify how ministers and public authorities will collaborate on the development of policies that touch on the food system. This should be done with the help of an independent food commission.

Q2 - Whilst we do not plan to require all sectors to prepare statements of policy on food, they do all have a role to play in achieving our Good Food Nation ambition. To what extent do you agree that Government should encourage and enable businesses in particular to play their part?

We strongly agree that Government should encourage and enable businesses to play their part.

By businesses, we mean the whole spectrum of private enterprises involved in the food system, from farms, crofts, and fisheries, to processors, abattoirs, logistics, retailers, social enterprises, hospitality, catering and waste management.

The Good Food Nation Bill and subsequent targeted legislation should drive changes to incentives, regulation and other government-controlled mechanisms to allow businesses to play their part in achieving the four headline targets identified above and the wider Good Food Nation vision. For example, a Good Food Nation Bill should drive changes to rural policy and funding to ensure that support for food production and related land use and agricultural activities enable the transition to a Good Food Nation. Any public incentives should reward actions above and beyond regulatory baselines and support continual progress towards the headline targets. A subsidy system which
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supports the best practices in fair, green and healthy food production and processing is good for the environment, health, animal welfare and rural communities. This is one of many examples, and any other incentives paid to businesses involved in the production, processing, sale or waste of food should not be directly or indirectly subsidising movement away from the goals of a Good Food Nation. The right incentives are key to policy coherence, and are key to meeting some of our international commitments, for example Aichi Target 3\textsuperscript{25}.

We are also keen that the Good Food Nation Bill and statement/plan harness the opportunities to business of being part of a Good Food Nation in terms of quality, reputation and economic resilience. Businesses are continually showing that they are willing to play an active role, and government should enable those who are leading the way. We are clear that in a Good Food Nation, short supply chains should be a priority, to give the best chance for social, environmental and local economic benefits to be delivered. The proposed Scottish National Investment Bank should have in its remit a requirement to support those businesses which contribute most to becoming a Good Food Nation, and which have the most positive impact on communities across Scotland and on the environment. In addition, business engagement, for example in procurement, can play a major role in reducing business food impact, and supporting the environment, animal welfare, and workers’ rights.

In particular, Scotland has the opportunity to harness the innovation and development potential of becoming a Good Food Nation. At a time when food and food issues are increasingly in the spotlight, the Good Food Nation Bill and agenda has the potential for Government to create the conditions for, and invest proactively in, Scotland being at the forefront of innovation to solve whole-of-food system problems.

In general, Government business and trade policy must be aligned with the Good Food Nation objectives. In addition to incentives and advice, this may also require progressive moves toward regulation in the future. For example, it may be necessary to have secondary legislation requiring businesses to pay a living wage, or create a level playing field in procurement in promoting health or environmental outcomes, or the highest standards of animal welfare. This would not be unlike the existing regulations on businesses, for example the continually enhancing food waste regulations.

Scotland is a country rich in natural resources and with a strong food tradition, but there remains substantial scope for increasing the economic impact of Scotland’s food system, and this will have a disproportionately beneficial impact on parts of Scotland such as rural areas which often have acute economic difficulties.

Q3 - To what extent do you agree with the proposed approach to accountability of Scottish Ministers and specified public authorities?

We strongly disagree with the proposed approach to accountability of Scottish Ministers and specified public authorities, and therefore remain of the view that an independent Food Commission must be established.

We feel that transparency, accountability, and compliance can only be achieved with the oversight of an independent, statutory body. While the consultation document suggests that this is not a situation that warrants establishing such a body, we strongly disagree. The complexity, need for cross-government approach and the cross-societal implications are unprecedented, as are the number of interrelated crises that food system change will tackle.

“Unhealthy and unsustainably produced food poses a global risk to people and planet. More than 820 million people have insufficient food and many more consume an unhealthy diet that contributes to premature death and morbidity. Moreover, global food production is the largest pressure caused by humans on Earth, threatening local ecosystems and the stability of the Earth system.”

“...pandemics of obesity, undernutrition, and climate change represent the paramount challenge for humans, the environment and our planet. As we describe below, these interacting pandemics represent The Global Syndemic with common, underlying drivers in the food, transport, urban design, and land use systems. Strong and concerted efforts are required by multiple actors to implement double-duty and triple-duty actions to address the systems that drive The Global Syndemic. These synergistic actions will be essential to achieve planetary health, which we define as the health and wellbeing of humans and the natural environments we depend on.”

Successive global reports are underscoring the environmental and public health crisis and the central role that the food system plays. The IPCC report in 2018 argued that any transition pathway to limit global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius would include changes in land use; with food production being our greatest land use, this will undoubtedly have an impact on food systems. Moreover, successive reports detailing the scale of insect declines report strong links to the food system: “The conclusion is clear: unless we change our ways of producing food, insects as a whole will go down the path of extinction in a few decades (Dudley et al., 2017; Fischer et al., 2008; Gomiero et al., 2011). The repercussions this will have for the planet’s ecosystems are catastrophic to say the least.” Those repercussions will be most apparent in the food system itself and in global food security.

At the same time, the UK is facing ongoing animal welfare issues, rising food insecurity and use of food banks, high inequality in the food system and diet-related ill-health, with many unable to earn a decent living, from farmers and crofters to workers in the food system. 8% of Scottish people are food insecure, and this figure rises within certain groups.

This amounts to what is in no uncertain terms an exceptional situation, that requires exceptional solutions.
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The most recent report from the International Panel of Experts on Sustainable Food Systems advocates for a common good food policy for the European Union, which gives considerable support to the cross-cutting approach we are aiming for in Scotland with the Good Food Nation agenda. In shifting focus from agriculture, to food, the report argues

“It will pave the way for powerful alliances to be built between all of those with an interest in moving away from the current low-cost, high-externality model, and making it pay to produce healthy, sustainable food. This includes farmers, sustainable food businesses, consumer and health groups, development and anti-poverty campaigners, environmental agencies, school officials, locally-based civil society movements, and policymakers seeking to resolve complex and costly problems at various levels of governance.”

Such cross-cutting collaboration, oversight and coordination can only be delivered with a body that is able to work above and across existing organisations and structures. The success of the Good Food Nation agenda hinges on achieving policy coherence. This is why Scotland needs an independent statutory food commission.

Moreover, a statutory food commission would have the power and oversight to drive innovation in this area. In getting this right, Scotland has the potential to become not only a leader in food systems innovation, but also in governance solutions, gaining an international reputation for policy coherence.

To date, we have not been encouraged by the level of cross-portfolio engagement or awareness of this cross-cutting agenda in different sectors, nor with the engagement with civil society, or the transparency of the development of the Good Food Nation consultation and wider agenda. To enable Parliament to scrutinise future statements/plans and progress effectively, and to carry out democratic, participatory functions, we need a body to collate information in a systematic way and provide clear, evidence-based recommendations. A statutory food commission can perform these functions with a secretariat, staff and financial resources.

**What should a statutory food commission look like?**

- A commission should include a number of commissioners with experience across the sectors, taking into account the perspectives of businesses (from production to consumption), workers, via their trade unions, citizens, the environment, livestock, etc. The process for appointing commissioners should be transparent.
- A Food Commission would have the power to commission research and make recommendations based on evidence and current progress towards targets. Framework legislation should grant these powers and also place a duty on ministers to report on and explain why they have or have not taken on board the Commission’s recommendations.
- A statutory food commission should have a clear and transparent process for engaging with civil society networks. A good example is the Agriculture and Rural Development stakeholder group, which provides a communications route between stakeholders and the government or governing body.
- The Land Commission is a useful model for a commission which has taken a very active role in pushing forward a progressive agenda, commissioning research, engaging with stakeholders, hosting public meetings and roadshows. This is an excellent example of
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positive action from Scottish Government to create a cross-cutting, participatory governance body.

Q4 - **To what extent do you agree with the proposal for targeted legislation relevant to specific policy areas as an alternative to a single piece of legislation?**

We **strongly disagree** with the proposal for targeted legislation as an alternative to a single piece of legislation.

We believe a cross-cutting framework bill is essential and the most effective and coherent way of delivering a Good Food Nation. Part of the reason we have failed to realise best outcomes for many parts of our food system is that they are currently working in competition and not in unison. We see this as a massive opportunity to resolve this.

We acknowledge that framework legislation may not deliver everything, but we need to use it to recognise and create the conditions necessary to deliver change across the whole food system. As stated above, we feel that this cross-cutting legislation needs to be purposeful, and look to the preamble of the Land Reform (Scotland) 2016 Act, and the Social Security Act as examples of where such preambles have created good, purposeful legislation.

We do agree that secondary or targeted legislation will be necessary, but they will be driven by the overall ambition and headline targets set by a Good Food Nation Bill. It is not clear from the consultation document which policy areas Scottish Government think that we need targeted legislation for, so current proposals do not contain enough detail to reach a conclusion. We feel that this needs to be subject to an assessment across the food system, and to be driven by the overall goals of a Good Food Nation Bill.

Part of the role of an independent statutory body would be to support alignment of targeted legislation with a framework bill.

It is crucial to remember that a Good Food Nation Bill could put a cross-cutting food system approach into practice to achieve substantial co-benefits, where nutritious food, environmentally sustainable production methods and more equitable economic outcomes could come together. As Prof Corinna Hawkes and Dr Kelly Parsons put in their recent policy brief:32

“Food systems could combine the goals related to diet-related health, environment and economy if they involved farmers, entrepreneurs, small- and medium-sized enterprises and big businesses generating jobs and creating equitably-shared wealth for themselves and local and national economies by producing, distributing, trading, processing, marketing and selling nutritious foods aligned with dietary guidelines to European citizens at affordable prices, using a skilled and decently paid workforce and environmentally-sustainable methods and processes that protect biodiversity, water, soils and air and minimize environmental health risks, food waste and greenhouse gas emissions, with high standards of animal welfare.”
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